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Question (1)    (10 Marks)      

(a) What are the ratings of VIN in figure (1) if IZmin=0.25mA, Pz(max)=1W, Vz=10V. [5 marks] 
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(b) Draw the output from the following circuit in figure (2)                                              

 

Figure (2) 
(5 marks) 

Question (2)    (10 Marks)  

 For the transistor shown in figure (3), find Ic , IB , IE, Vc , VB, VE,VCE, VBE, VCB if β =150.       

 

Figure (3) 
 (10 marks) 

 

    Question (3)    (20Marks)  

(a)  Draw the logic diagram for the Boolean function  ( F= AB+BC+AC  ) 

(b)  Draw only the symbol of  AND , OR , NOT , XNOR and XOR gates 

(c) Design OPAMP circuit to achieve the function Vout/Vin = +0.5 

(d) Design OPAMP circuit to achieve the function Vout =   ــ (3V1+2V2) 
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Model Answer 
Q1-a 

 
 

Q1-b 

 
 

 

Q2 
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IC = 64.5 mA 

IB= 430uA 

IE = 64.9mA 

========= 

VE=0 

VB=0.7 V 

VC = 3.55 V 

========== 

VBE = 0.7V 

VCE=3.55 V 

VCB = 2.85 V 

=========== 

 

Q3 

a) .. 

 
 

b) .. 
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c) .. 

 
1st stage 

Vo1 / Vin = - Rf1/R1 = -0.5 

2nd stage 

Vo/ Vo1 = -1 

Total gain = 1st * 2nd = +0.5 

 

d).. 

 
Vo = - ( RF/R2 * V2 – RF/R1*V1) = - (3V1 + 2V2) 

So RF/R2 = 3   let Rf =6KΩ & R2 = 2KΩ 

RF/R1 = 2  RF=6KΩ & R1 = 3KΩ 


